Many new applications, such as multimedia databases, employ the so-called feature transformation which transforms important features or properties of data objects into high-dimensional points. Searching for ‘similar’ objects based on these features is thus a search of points in this feature space. Another high-dimensional database example is stock price information systems, where time series data are stored and searched as high-dimensional data points. To support efficient query processing and knowledge discovery in these high-dimensional databases, high-dimensional indexes are required to prune the search space and efficient similarity join strategies employing these indexes have to be designed.

High-dimensional indexing has been considered an important means to facilitate fast query processing in data mining, fast retrieval, and similarity search in image and scientific databases. Existing multi-dimensional indexes such as R-trees are not scalable in terms of the number of dimensions. It has been observed that the performances of R-tree-based index structures deteriorate rapidly when the dimensionality of data is high [11, 12]. This is due to rapid growth in overlap in the directory with respect to growing dimensionality of data, requiring a large number of subtrees to be searched for each query. The problem is further exacerbated by the fact that a small high-dimensional query covering a very small fraction of the data space has actually a very large query width along each dimension. Larger query widths imply that more subtrees need to be searched. In this monograph, we study the problem of high-dimensional indexing to support range, similarity, and $K$-nearest neighbor (KNN) queries, and similarity joins.

To efficiently support window/range queries, we propose a simple and yet efficient transformation-based method called the $i\text{MinMax}(\theta)$. The method maps points in high-dimensional spaces to single dimensional values determined by their maximum or minimum values among all dimensions. With such representations, we are able to index high-dimensional data points using a conventional B$^+$-tree. By varying the tuning ‘knob’, $\theta$, we can obtain a different family of iMinMax structures that are optimized for different distributions of data sets. Hence, the method is tunable to yield best performance based on data distributions. For a $d$-dimensional space, a window query needs to be transformed into $d$ subqueries. However, some of these subqueries can
be pruned away without evaluation, further enhancing the efficiency of the scheme. Extensive experiments were conducted, and experimental comparison with other existing methods such as the VA-file and Pyramid-tree provides an insight on the efficiency of the proposed method.

To efficiently support similarity or $K$-nearest neighbor (KNN) queries, we propose a specialized metric-based index called iDistance, and an extension of the iMinMax($\theta$). In the iDistance, a metric-based index, the high-dimensional space is split into partitions, and each partition is associated with an 'anchor' point (called a reference point) whereby other points in the same partitions can be made reference to. With such a representation, the transformed points can then be indexed using a B$^+$-tree, and KNN search in the high-dimensional space is performed as a sequence of increasingly larger range queries on the single dimensional space. Such an approach supports efficient filtering of data points that are obviously not in the answer set without incurring expensive distance computation. Furthermore, it facilitates fast initial response time by providing users with approximate answers online that are progressively refined till all correct answers are obtained (unless the users terminate prematurely). Unlike KNN search, similarity range search on iDistance is straightforward and is performed as a spherical range query with fixed search radius. Extensive experiments were conducted, and experimental results show that the iDistance is an efficient index structure for nearest neighbor search.

The iMinMax($\theta$) is designed as a generic structure for high-dimensional indexing. To extend the iMinMax($\theta$) for KNN search, we design KNN processing strategies based on range search to retrieve approximate nearest neighbor data points with respect to a given query point. With proper data sampling, accuracy up to 90% can be supported very efficiently. For a more accurate retrieval, bigger search ranges must be used, which is less efficient.

In conclusion, both iMinMax($\theta$) and iDistance methods are flexible, efficient, and easy to implement. Both methods can be crafted into existing DBMSs easily. This monograph shows that efficient indexes need not necessarily be complex, and the B$^+$-tree, which was designed for traditional single dimensional data, could be just as efficient for high-dimensional indexing. The advantage of using the B$^+$-tree is obvious. The B$^+$-tree is well tested and optimized, and so are its other related components such as concurrency control, space allocation strategies for index and leaf nodes, etc. Most importantly, it is supported by most commercial DBMSs. A note of caution is that, while it may appear to be straightforward to apply transformation on any data set to reuse B$^+$-trees, guaranteeing good performance is a non-trivial task. In other words, a careless choice of transformation scheme can lead to very poor performance. I hope this monograph will provide a reference for and benefit those who intend to work on high-dimensional indexing.
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